Spectacular event!
France 2009
A very rare opportunity to sit in
THREE SEANCES with THREE PHYSICAL
CIRCLES over ONE weekend
in a beautiful tranquil setting in the Ariege
region of France

Join Zerdin at the spiritual retreat ‘Montcabirol’ in the foothills of the Pyrenees, offering excellent traditional
accommodation with opportunities to relax around a beautiful swimming pool.
Arriving Friday 1st May 2009 and departing Monday 4th May 2009
(accommodation also available on Thursday 30th April for an extra charge)
EXPERIMENTAL SEANCES WITH
• The Bill Meadows circle • The Rainbow circle • Yellow Cloud Circle of Eternal Illumination •
OTHER EVENTS ON OFFER
• Also an opportunity to receive one to one healing with Internationally renowned
healer Kevin Lawrence (donations only) •
• One to one private readings (there will be a charge of £20) •
Demonstration of Mental mediumship
• A visual presentation on the ‘History and pioneers of Physical mediumship’ with numerous slides •
INFORMATION
The cost is only £265.00 for full board accommodation and events ( at an extra cost where possible
collection and return drop of to the airport ) This price does not include airfares.Saturday nights evening
meal will be at a restaurant with a modest cost to those attending.
Nearest airports to the venue are Carcassonnes and Toulouse in France
This event is on a first come first served basis due to limited places and as usual is for Zerdin members only.
Unfortunately we cannot accept telephone or email bookings, so please apply in writing only, with your full
details and dietary needs with a cheque for £265.00 per person to:- Zerdin Phenomenal ,
The Gatehouse, Priors Leaze Lane,Hambrook ,West Sussex, England, PO18 8RQ
For further information or help with regards to this event, please email Rosalind on roz@zerdin.co.uk or
telephone on +44 (0) 1243 576063
THE VENUE
Montcabirol is a private hamlet. The hamlet dates back to the 12th century and is situated in the Ariege Aude
regions of the Midi-Pyrenees in Southwest France. The Medieval city of Mirepoix is 10 minutes away and the
area is serviced by two airports: Carcassonne and Toulouse. Flights to Carcassonne from London Stansted,
Liverpool, Dublin, Shannon and East Midlands. Flights to Toulouse from London Gatwick, Bristol,
Manchester and East Midlands. Montcabirol is 35 minutes from Carcassonne and a little over an hour from
Toulouse. The Gites are self contained and set in beautiful gardens with a swimming pool. Each have either
a private terrace or balcony. They are tastefully furnished and are very comfortable. There are many
wonderful country walks and the scenery is breathtaking wherever you go.

